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A CONVERSATION BETWEEN
THREE ECOSEXUALS
Bo Zheng with Beth Stephens and Annie Sprinkle

Beginning in 2004, multimedia artists Beth Stephens and Annie Sprinkle (based in San Francisco,
California) produced and performed a series of public wedding rituals. Over the course of seven
years they married the Earth, the Appalachian Mountains, the Adriatic Sea in Venice, the coal in
Gijon, Spain, Lake Kallavesi in Finland, as well as the moon, the sun and more. In 2011 they
composed the Ecosex Manifesto.Their widely disseminated text launched an ecosex movement
(Figure 15.1). Zheng Bo is an artist based on Lantau Island, Hong Kong. His ongoing film project Pteridophilia portrays sexual relationships between men and ferns in Taiwan (Figure 15.2).

Figure 15.1 W
 ater Makes Us Wet—An Ecosexual Adventure, still, 2017, directed by Beth Stephens and
Annie Sprinkle
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bo: When I started making Pteridophilia in Taiwan in 2016, I had no idea that the term “ecosexual” existed. Later I found your work online and read your book The Explorer's Guide to
Planet Orgasm (2017).1 It’s great to finally have this chance to talk to you and connect with
the ecosexual community!
beth: It is always great to connect with other ecosexual artists!
annie: We were completely blown away by your work. So it’s our privilege to speak with you!
bo: How do you see the ecosexual movement now in your part of the world? Is it already a
movement?
beth: Definitely! On multiple continents. For many years now, the two of us have done a lot of
work about ecosexuality. Many people have participated in our ecosex weddings, walking
tours and workshops and many more have seen our films and other art projects. So, there
are quite a lot of people who have picked up on what we created and who now identify as
ecosexual. Some people don’t know about our work directly, but have connected with
people who have collaborated with us and consider themselves and their work to be
ecosexual.
annie: We didn’t create the word ecosex. It was floating around as a peripheral cultural term.
But we took the word and ran with it. We have a very multi-pronged approach to ecosex;
we do it as art, theory, practice and activism.
bo: In your 2016 article “Ecosexuality” for Gender: Nature (Macmillan Interdisciplinary
Handbooks) you estimated that “between 12,000 and 15,000 people around the world currently identify as ecosexual.”2
annie: That number now has at least doubled, maybe even quadrupled.
beth: We wrote that piece before we became documenta 14 artists. Our work got a lot of
exposure in that exhibit, which over a million people attended. A lot more people are
now relating to ecosexual concepts and artworks. Several professors are teaching various
aspects of it. In fact, our colleague and editor of this book T. J. Demos sometimes
teaches our ecosexual work at the University of California, Santa Cruz where I am also
a professor. Many other professors are writing about ecosex in articles and books, and
multiple Ph.D. dissertations have been written that explore the concept. There are also
dozens of newspaper and magazine stories of all kinds on the topic, relationship related,
travel related, activist related… Plus our book with University of Minnesota Press is
about to come out, Assuming the Ecosexual Position. Some great sex educators are also
teaching ecosexual practices, such as our beloved friend and confidant, sexologist Joseph
Kramer. He approaches it as a visionary sex educator. Some people use ecosexual as a
personal identity, meaning they simply find the natural world pleasurable, sensual and
or erotic.
annie: The term “ecosex” functions in so many different ways, and can be viewed from so many
different perspectives. I love that.
beth: For example, indigenous scholar Kim TallBear at the University of Alberta in
Edmonton, Canada has been in conversation with us over the years, and also discusses
these concepts with her students.3 Some scientist colleagues have pondered the scientific implications. Others have been exploring ecosex through art: for example, Australian
performer Emma Maye Gibson, whose performance character; Betty Grumble, a “surreal show girl and sex clown” strongly identifies as ecosexual, and says so in her amazing
one woman show.4 The artist collective Pony Express has created the Ecosexual
Bathhouse project, which is a fantastic performative installation work.5 There are also a
handful of environmental activists who identify as ecosexuals too, even though it is
queer and is sometimes controversial.
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Joseph Kramer would say that your work is much more erotic than ours. As a practice, it accomplishes something having to do with arousal that our work doesn’t. What’s nice is that all these
approaches complement each other, like an ecosystem.
annie: We really like to use humor in what we do. Our films are quite funny and yet explore
serious environmental issues. Since I come from a background of making pornography, and
have made a lot of different kinds of porn, these days I’m not so interested in putting out
erotically charged media because I did that for so many years. I’m more interested in questioning notions of sex and sexuality by exploring ideas, experimental concepts, like pondering how our biome clouds are all having an ongoing massive orgy.The idea of expanding
on what most people think sex is, excites me and thinking about if our bodies are bigger
than the borders of our skin. I want to inspire people to include nature fetishes and fantasies
in their sex lives. For example, lots of people use water to masturbate with. I’d like to
encourage people to make love TO the water, and while they do, connect energetically
with that hanging orchid at the same time. Of course, sex with humans is ecosex too, as
humans are not separate from the Earth.
beth: We see our work as conceptual art and an embodied art practice. Our weddings to the
Earth were environmental actions as well as performance art. Our work is heavily influenced by the Fluxus movement.
	  We think your videos are super hot!
annie: They are! And at the same time, they are also very smart and conceptually exciting! A rare
combination.
beth: You see the thing is—We think that really amazing intellectual work is hot and super sexy!
annie: Would you please share with us something about how your film Pteridophilia was made?
I’m dying to know more about it.
bo: Many of my projects are conceptual; plants come into political imaginaries on the discursive
level. At the same time, I’ve always loved porn and found the idea of pornography fascinating. I made a work in 2005 titled Watch Porn Learn English. A female friend and I dubbed

Figure 15.2 Zheng Bo, Pteridophilia, still, 2016–ongoing
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clips from 1970s American porn, including Deep Throat, and we switched the genders of the
characters. I dubbed Linda Lovelace and my friend dubbed the male doctor.
annie: We haven’t met you but we love you already.You must come visit us.You have a place to
stay with us in San Francisco. We’ll take you to our magical, old growth redwood forests.
bo: In the ecosexual ecology, there are multiple strands. There is porn, there is naked body, but
there is also wedding. It’s about sexuality, but it’s also about love, about identity. It’s not
something singular. I’m making eco-porn. When it comes to sexuality, I’ve been thinking
more about the sexuality of plants than that of humans. For example, ferns have complex
sexuality. A diploid sporophyte—the typical fern plant that we see—produces spores. A
spore enters into soil and grows into a gametophyte. The gametophyte produces both eggs
and sperms. A flagellate sperm fertilizes an egg, which then grows into a diploid sporophyte.
Our concepts of maleness and femaleness, of masculinity and femininity, simply are not
sufficient to understand ferns, whose sexuality is neither heterosexual nor homosexual.
Scientists had to invent an expansive vocabulary to describe intricate and complex sexual
anatomies and behaviors of ferns; they cannot resort to highly condensed terms like homosexuality or heterosexuality.
annie: If we want to do another wedding event, we would like to marry the coral reef in
Australia when its spawning. Spawning is sexy.
	  So how did you get the people in your film into such highly charged “erotic vibratory
states?” To use a term coined by Joseph Kramer. How did you cast them? Were they porn
actors?
bo: The reason that they could get into such a state is that the forest where we shot the film was
just so beautiful, so dense, so sensual, so tactile. We were energized by the forest. The men
in the film came from various backgrounds. Many are working in independent theater, but
there are also designers and psychologists. No one has made porn before.
When I was looking for actors for the second chapter, I found out that there is a Taiwanese
person who worked in the professional gay porn industry in Japan. He is a member of Hand
Angels, an NGO that provides sexual service to handicapped people. A friend of mine works at
Hand Angels. Through this friend I got in touch with the porn actor. He came to the casting
session where I brought a bird’s nest fern from the forest. The first thing he asked me was “Did
you sanitize the fern?” I was shocked. Later I realized that perhaps in the Japanese porn industry,
people are super clean and professional, and he’s used to high expectations of hygiene. We film
in the forest. We don’t film in a studio. There is no way he could work with us.
annie: The performers in your film are so great. I’m surprised that they were not porn actors
because they were so completely uninhibited. But I’m also not surprised. Perhaps they are
better than porn actors because they so clearly were not acting.They were completely authentic. How did you prepare them, mentally and physically to be so connected with the plants?
bo: There is no script. We always work together on the site, the same forest on the outskirt of
Taipei. My interest has been getting to know the plants through making eco-porn. I want
to become knowledgeable of the fern species through bodily entanglements not scientific
experiments. When I did casting for the very first part of the film in 2016, I noticed that
some people—especially those trained in commercial theater—treated the fern I brought
to the casting session as a prop, not as a partner with subjecthood. It was important for me
to see whether they can treat plants with respect, whether they can understand, or at least
attempt to understand, what plants want. We always work on site. We experiment right
there in the forest, with living plants.
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I believe that all of us have the capacity to understand plants if we spend enough time with
them. The cinematographer, who self-identifies as a heterosexual, became comfortable seeing
naked male bodies pretty quickly. When we were working on the second chapter of the film in
early 2018, he made a comment one day that “the fern we are working with today is more feminine than the one yesterday.” He started to anthropomorphize the plant, understanding it with
human constructs. As Robin Wall Kimmerer argues in her book Braiding Sweetgrass (2013),
anthropomorphizing is a useful first step for humans to approach other species, as long as we do
not stop there.6
Has this come up in your work? You are transforming the metaphor “Earth as mother” to
“Earth as lover.” Earth is no longer feminine. Its sexuality is more fluid or inclusive.
annie: Yes, anthropomorphizing can be very helpful. For instance, we experience the Earth as
transgender—as all genders, and as gender fluid.
beth: Donna Haraway’s work has inspired me to engage in more complicated thinking than the
usual binary thinking about any set of beings—human or non-human. As we get deeper
into ecosexuality we see that the Earth is so much more than just male or female. Our
planet is a kaleidoscope of genders and sexualities.
annie: Beth and I created and have performed a series of Ecosex Walking Tours over the years.
Our tour is an outdoor theater piece with nine different scenes in nine different locations,
that we structure to be very experiential for the audience. In one scene, we invite people
to cruise a stand of trees: to feel out which tree wants to be approached, which doesn’t;
which one wants to be hugged; which one is hot and wants to be licked; which one is not
really wanting to be touched, and we explain how to ask consent, or at least attempt to. By
the end of the tour, people really have their ecosexual gaze on!
beth: At documenta 14 (2017), we did five Ecosex Walking Tour performances, each with about
two hundred people in our audience. We had a cast of ten performance artists. People
watched as we performed grassalingus, making love with a rock, doing ecosexercises which
are like calisthenics that acknowledge entities such as the air or the sun as ecosexual partners. In other words, the sun is a sensual partner that warms us as we work out, and we have
intercourse with the air we breathe.While it may seem like wordplay there really is a physical and sensual reality to this work if you allow it to be real.
bo: The weddings you have staged seem to be as much about presenting your own ideas as
engaging other people to get on board with this way of thinking, that Earth is our lover.
beth: Several thousand people have attended our eco-weddings. Everyone who attended could
choose to join us in making vows to “love, honor and cherish” whatever nature entity we
were marrying. The events were sweet, sometimes quite emotional, very celebratory, and
people really bonded with each other through this shared ecosexual love experience and
this created communities. We performed twenty-one large-scale wedding productions and
many smaller ones in many different countries.
annie: Then a few years ago, one day just after we married the Soil in Austria (2014), the wedding project just was over. We did it and we were done.
beth: We have also hosted a series of ecosex symposiums.We like to work and think with others
over time. We love to collaborate and this helps us explore and propagate larger and more
diverse ideas than we might come up with by ourselves. Our community of collaborators
is a really beautiful community. It’s never insular, because we are open to who, and how,
someone can be ecosexual. We even made a chart, based on the Kinsey Scale, that graphs
how much of an ecosexual you might be but we don’t have rules and regulations. “You are
being good enough or not good enough.” Measuring value is what our society does all the
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time. People don’t want to be judged, and they appreciate it that we don’t judge. Everyone
can join in the fun. The weddings created space for people to express their love for Earth
in whatever ways they were capable of expressing it. Participants found a great deal of freedom in that. We appreciated that people participated in the weddings, and they appreciated
being able to participate in whatever way they wanted to, even as objectors to the weddings! Mutual appreciation is powerful.
annie: We teach what we want to learn. So, we facilitate various kinds of ecosex workshops,
which explore ecosexual practices in very real, physical ways. In Spain, we did two really
powerful ecosex workshops over two weekends where went to the beach and each person
did a performance-action for the whole group. The offerings were all fabulous. We are still
quite curious about what ecosex can be, and become. Facilitating workshops is a great way
to learn more about the physicality of ecosex.
Kim TallBear has stated that our idea of ecosex is akin to the Native American concept of
“all my relations.” We are always in relationship with everything around us, so in a way, no
one is ever “single.” Ecosex is acknowledging what is already there, but has been ignored,
or repressed, and in many cases made taboo.
bo: It’s really heartening to hear you talking about being inclusive. In making the third chapter of
Pteridophilia, I worked with three BDSM performers.There are different sexual communities
in my part of the world, but they are still largely underground. Clearly you have thought a
lot about the community building aspect of the ecosexual movement. It’s inspiring.
annie: We are inspired by your work. Nobody has done films quite like yours—so ecosexplicit!
Is it dangerous to do your kind of work in China?
bo: I’m living in Hong Kong. My films are made in Taiwan. In terms of queer life,Taiwan is the
most progressive in Asia. It is in the process of legalizing same-sex marriage, way ahead of
other places in Asia. I was able to make the film in Taiwan, and to show it in Taiwan. I
haven’t been able to show it in Mainland China, where I grew up. Even representations of
heterosexual sex are highly controlled by state censorship.
annie: Is there a history in China of people doing erotic practices with the non-human, say
with plants, or water or sky? We know that in some cultures people performed sex rituals
with the Earth to make the land more fertile for farming.
bo: Although not explicitly ecosexual, we say mountains have spirit and waters are intelligent.
China is vast. I will need to look into indigenous cultures, particularly in the western part
of China, to see if ecosexual practices exist. In Japanese art, there is the famous print by
Katsushika Hokusai, “The Dream of the Fisherman's Wife,” of a woman and an octopus in
a sexual entanglement (Figure 15.3).
annie: I was once in a group exhibition in an art gallery in Belgium. Inspired by the Hokusai
piece, Zoot en Genant, an artist couple from Europe, went to Japan and saved an octopus
from certain death at the fish market. Then she did a sort of sex film with it. The octopus
went crazy on the women’s body, kind of attacking her, and it suctioned her body much
harder than she had anticipated. She said it really hurt and it scared her. She had a lot of red
marks on her body. She got the octopus off her with her boyfriend’s help, then took it and
threw it back in the ocean, saving its life. The video, Meat Sexu Taco (1996–2004), was quite
controversial and ultimately it got censored from the show. But then so did my film Sluts &
Goddesses (1990) for a little fist fucking scene. Interestingly an angry male pornographer
called the police and had the show censored because he felt artists shouldn’t be allowed to
do and show things that pornographers aren’t allowed to do. He did have a point.
bo: I’ve seen a lot of anime of tentacular porn, but haven’t seen the film with real octopus.
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Figure 15.3 Katsushika Hokusai, The Dream of the Fisherman’s Wife, 1814

annie: A film we love is Balkan Erotic Epic (2005) by Marina Abramović. Although she probably
does not self-identity as an ecosexual, the film she made appeals to us as ecosexuals—it’s a
very ecosexy film.
beth: We have learned that there are some indigenous people here in the United States that
don’t want anything to do with ecosexuality. They feel that juxtaposing sex with Mother
Earth is disrespectful to the Mother, the Earth, as well as to indigenous people. We are also
sometimes accused of being “new age” and we understand that a lot of new age people have
appropriated indigenous rituals and practices. I can understand how that might feel insulting, even as we reserve the right to disagree. Mothers can be sexy too! I mean don’t most
mothers have sex in order to even become a mother?
bo: I recently learned that inter-species sex is not a human invention. Some orchids have
evolved to imitate bees. They look like and smell like bees, so actual bees are attracted to
copulate with these flowers. The phenomenon is called “pseudocopulation.” We tend to
understand non-human acts as biological, non-agentic (Figure 15.4).
I read that you once ran naked through a field of stinging nettles. How was the feeling?
beth: That was really fun! We were facilitating a workshop near Colchester, England and we
planned to end the workshop with an intimate wedding to the Earth, just with our group
of twenty plus people. One of the workshop attendees was a wonderful sex worker, who
was a world-famous fetish spanking expert from Australia. She proposed that we do a bachelorette party where we all run naked through a field of nettles. Our workshop venue had
a big patch of nettles. No one would do it with her. I didn’t have the heart to let her do it
all by herself, so I volunteered to join in. We stripped down to our tennis shoes and sunglasses and then we ran through a huge expanse of stinging nettles.While we were running,
I was thinking, “Well, I hope it doesn’t give me a heart attack.” It was intense, and yet so
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Figure 15.4 Pseudocopulation performed between a scoliid wasp (dasyscolia ciliate) and an orchid, 2010
Source: Photo Pietro Niolu

invigorating! Our whole bodies turned bright red. After a day our bodies were still hot pink
and felt electric. It was like jumping into ice cold water and you don’t know where the
bottom will be. I really felt alive. Also, you know that stinging nettle is medicinal, and good
for arthritis.
annie: People assume that ecosex is all very soft and sensual, but it can be edgy as hell. Like
tornado chasing, swimming with sharks, or doing fire play…
bo: We still tend to have narrow and romanticized ideas of nature. When making Pteridophilia,
I didn’t want to portray only vanilla sex. So Chapter 3 focuses on BDSM practice with
ferns.
beth: As a pro-domme once said, “Nature is a cruel mistress and there is no safe word.”
annie: The Earth, sky and sea are sweet and lovely. But they can also kill you, violently, and have
absolutely no remorse.
bo: When making Pteridophilia, I was also thinking about the issue of subsistence, having fun and
pleasure without creating huge apparatus. BDSM practitioners often need to accumulate a
lot of tools and set up special spaces. A lot of work is involved. How about just go into
nature and use what’s available?
annie: Lots of ecosex activities are definitely more environmentally friendly than using plastic
sex toys, and killing animals for leather and fur.You don’t really need all that stuff for great
sex. I saw you illustrate that point in the second chapter of Pteridophilia. I’m sure that people
will get more upset by the sex with plants, than the eating of plants.You showed that in a
beautiful and provocative way. We viewers all fell in love with a plant in your film and then
the guy eats the plant aggressively and violently. Most people won’t care if a neighbor kills
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a tree in their yard, but if that neighbor is seen hugging a tree, then that is viewed as sick by
many people, at least in the US.
bo: Exactly. When I show this film, people always ask me about consent. My counter-question
is: did you ask the plants when you ate them for lunch today? The plant the guy was eating
is a bird’s nest fern, a popular delicacy in Taiwan.
beth: This part of the film also reminded me of the film Caniba (2017) made by anthropologists
Véréna Paravel and Lucien Castaing-Taylor, of Issei Sagawa recalling the sexual fetish eating
of a woman he had murdered. A true story. People rarely ever ask plants for consent.
It doesn’t even cross their minds, unless they are ecosexual. Yet when people ask us about
our work it is as if they expect ecosexuals to ask for consent all the time. It is difficult and
interesting territory to negotiate.
annie: I love how we have all arrived at similar interests, questions, and answers, in spite of not
knowing of each other and being on opposite sides of the planet.
Are you concerned about being controversial?
bo: Recently a museum in Switzerland rejected a curator’s proposal to show Pteridophilia, saying
that the museum is family-oriented. I have been able to present this work in many countries. It’s shown recently in Kyoto. Japanese law prohibits showing genitals, so for scenes
where genitals are visible, the screen goes black. It may have made the film even more
erotic. I’m showing the work in Berlin right now and it’s totally fine. I have not paid much
attention to censorship and controversy. My energy is spent on developing ideas for the
next part of the film. I am reading books on ferns, talking to fern experts and raising ferns
in my garden. I have spent three years on this film, but ferns have been evolving on planet
earth for 360 million years! I will never be able to fully understand them, but I have to try
to know them a bit better.
beth: There is still a lot of freedom in the arena of art. Some right-wingers in the United States
have commented on websites that we are crazy, evil, and should be killed. I ignore it as
much as I’m able. When we start to give Earth agency, online pundits come out of the
woodwork to try to dismiss what we are doing. I guess our work troubles them deeply.
People either love our work, or they get freaked out, hate it and make fun of it. There does
not seem to be much middle ground.
annie: Mostly we to aim to connect people with the non-human world. We are yentas for the
Earth. Of course, ecosex pushes against our sex negative culture. Sex is still narrowly defined
and anything outside “the norm” is frowned upon and people try for it to be stopped.
bo: For me, it’s still challenging to work with plants. There is so much to learn with other species, and I have no energy left to deal with human bigotry.

Notes
1 Annie Sprinkle and Beth Stephens, illustrated by YuDori, The Explorer's Guide to Planet Orgasm: For
Every Body (Gardena, CA: Greenery Press, 2017).
2 Beth Stephens and Annie Sprinkle, “Ecosexuality,” in Gender: Nature, ed. Iris van der Tuin (Farmington
Hills, MI: Macmillan Reference, 2016), 313.
3 Please see Kim TallBear’s website http://kimtallbear.com/ and her essay “What’s in Ecosexuality for an
Indigenous Scholar of ‘Nature’?” at http://indigenoussts.com/whats-in-ecosexuality-for-anindigenous-scholar-of-nature/.
4 Betty Grumble’s website is https://bettygrumble.com/.
5 Please see http://helloponyexpress.com/ecosexual-bathhouse-home.
6 Robin Wall Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of
Plants (Minneapolis: Milkweed, 2015).
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